
Man Vs. Missiles

**About Man Vs. Missiles**

In Man Vs. Missiles players have to control an aircraft and prevent it from being hit by approaching

missiles.

Man Vs. Missiles is an entertaining highscore game in which you have to control a small plane.

Your job is to dodge all approaching missiles. Since the missiles are constantly following you, this

can often be quite a challenge. In order that your plane escapes the missiles for as long as

possible, you also have a variety of power-ups available which you can use during the game. You

can not only dodge the missile, but actively destroy it as well. You simply have to use special flares

and shoot them at the rockets. The longer you survive, the more coins you collect. With these

coins you can e.g. buy new planes or upgrades. Missiles for free on our website.

**Man Vs. Missiles - Features:** 

- Avoid all missiles: In Man Vs. Missiles you fly a small plane, which is chased by rockets. To avoid

the approaching missiles and survive as long as possible, you have to fly some daredevil

maneuvers. The aim of the game is to avoid the missiles as long as possible. If you were hit by a

missile, the game round is over and you have to start over.

- Control your plane: Your plane is controlled by means of a virtual joystick, which is located at the

bottom of the screen. Use your fingers and show your plane in which direction it should fly. The

controls are easy and quick to learn, so the game can be played without a lot of practice.

- Collect coins: The longer you survive, the more coins you collect. The coins you collected during

the game can be used in the shop to buy new planes or upgrades.

- Use power-ups: To avoid missiles even better and achieve an even better score, you have

numerous power-ups available. During the game you can use e.g. a special shield that protects

you from all missiles, or a speed boost.

- Destroy missiles: You can not only avoid missiles, but destroy them as well. In order that the

missiles explode, you just have to shoot special flares. If you destroy a rocket, you will receive

extra points and coins.

Conclusion: Man Vs. Missiles is a successful highscore game that convinces with a simple control

and an uncomplicated gameplay. Since you can use coins to unlock new planes, upgrades, and

environments, you'll always be motivated to score even better. Man Vs.


